Purled I-Cord 3-Needle Bind-off
This is an unusual method of joining 2 sets of live sts, but it's worth the effort as the finished result is
neat and structural and really rather decorative.
As with any I-cord bind-off or applied I-cord, you will want to cast on or pick up sts as per your
pattern instructions. If this is to be the edging on a circular seam or similar, then you may wish to
provisionally cast-on, so that the beginning and end can be grafted together to complete the seam
free look. Alternatively, you can cast on 3sts as you would an normal I-cord. Or you could pick up the
sts from a bottom edge.

1. After casting on, work one round of purled
I-cord (just the same as a knit I-cord, only the
sts are all purled) then with the yarn at the
back, transfer the 3 sts to the left hand front
working needle. As with the 3-needle
bind-off, you will want to have your live sts
held parallel, with WS together and RS facing.

2. Bring the yarn from the back to the
beginning of the purl sts, and purl the first
2sts. Keeping the yarn in front, slip the next
sts to the right hand working needle.

3. Bring the next stitch on the back needle to
the front needle

4. And purl it together with the next st on the
front needle.

5. Then pass the slipped st over the p2tog
just worked. Slip the I-Cord sts back to the
left needle and repeat from step 1. Continue
until all sts have been bound off, then finish
the I-cord by drawing through the remaining
sts, or grafting them to the edge of the fabric
(dependant on pattern instructions)

6. To compensate for the differences
between row and stitch gauge, and to avoid
any puckering, you will want to work one
plain round of purl I-cord every 3 or 4
joined/decreases sts.
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